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'Vistor injured in T J Residence Hall Elevator Accident
~-- Sirens rang out at
Thomas Jefferson Residence Hall last Friday when a man went
after the keys he had dropped into one of
the elevator shafts.

Before maintenan ce could arrive,
however, McClain apparently tried to
retrieve the keys himself.
It was Bleckman 's impression that
News Editor
McClain gained access to the elevator
shaft by forcing the elevator doors open
Last Friday, around 3:00 in the by hand. B leckman also
said that
afternoon a call went in to University McClain had apparently realized
that
Police to report an injury in the elevator the elevator was coming down
on him
shaft of TJ South Residence Hall. The and tried to get out of the shafL
He was
fire departmen t arrived and pulled one- unsuccessf ul.
Curtis McClain out of the bottom of the
Bleckman did not have specific
shaft on a backboard .
, details on McClain's injuries, but it
McClain is 26 years old and not a was his belief that there were possibly
,tudent at the University ; According to some broken ribs and other
internal
Residence Life Director Jim Murphy, injuries. McClain was taken originally
ne was visiting a TJ resident when the to Phelps County Hospital, but
later
lccident occurred.
flown to Barnes Hospital in SL Louis,
According to University Police Bleckman siUd.
:hief Bill Blei:kman, McClain had reAccording to Jim Murphy, there
>orted to ' the TJ front desk that he had are no plans to modify the
elevators in
Iropped his keys down the 'elevator TJ. Murphy said, "We h~d the
mainte·
;haft. The desk called maintenan ce nance people check the elevators
and
l!ld asked that they come help . .
they didn't find any malfunctio ns."

Casey Morriss

Grant awarded to researchers
fuzzy logic,
Kim Gerke

starr Writer
A grant for the National Science
Foundatio n will help the University of
Missouri-R olla conduct research in the
area of intelligent control systems. The
grant of $200,899 from NSF's Academic Research Infrastructure will be
matched by UMR and used to purchase
research equipment for the develop.
ment of an intelligent control labora·
tory within the university' s Intelligent
Systems Center, directed by Dr. Vittal
S. Rao.
"An intelligent control system,"
says Rao, a professor of electrical engineering at UMR, "is one that reacts to
unanticipa ted disturbances in the systein and corrects them." In other
words, intelligent control systems use
artificial intelligenc e methods, such as

pattern recognition, and
other types of computer systems, to
make decisions that are in response to
the conditions of the control's surroundings. An example might be and
intelligent control system th~t uses a
pattern recognitio n program to detect
flaws in a product.
UMR ' s intelligent control research
will focus on seven areas. The first
area is basic research which will allo w
the researcher s to conduct a variety
projects that give them a better understanding of the nature of an intelligent
control system.
The second area of study is smart
structures research. This involves using intelligent control systems to control how structures react to environmental changes. An example of a
smart structure is a material that can be
hit or bent and the return to its original
shape.

see Grant, page 14
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University responds to mass e-mailings

Structural hea1th monitoring studied at UMR
of elec.

sity
In response to two unauthorized messages sent to most of the Univer
.
community last week, the Miner is publishing UMR's policy on mass e-mails
to transact business, there have
With the explosion of computer use at UMR, particularly the use,of E·mail
. These requests vary in purpose, from
been requests to send E.mailme ssages to the entire student population
l, to the election of the student
advertising of events and organizations, messages intending to be educationa
'
body president.
the computer networks, hardware
These requests pose some problems. First, mass E-mail puts a strain on
4500 messages at one time. Second,
and related software. The systems were not built to handle an influx of
for academic and personal uses only.
the student body has been very clear in its desire that the system be used
to be like a regular mailbox,
mailbox
electronic
their
want
not
do
Students
desired
not
is
Unsolicited E-mail
to use E-mail as a form of
cease
would
students
that
full of junk mail to be thrown away. It is possible
This would make an effective and
communication if they received large numbers of unsolici!ed mail.
important form of communication meaningless.
are based on some legitimate need
While it can be argued that nearly all requests to transmit mass E-mail
population has been consistent
student
the
from
message
the
,
populatiqn
student
the
of
part
some
to
or desire
for mass E·mail, especially
times
at
need
a
be
still
will
There
and clear relating to the receiving of messages.
.
when something is of vital importance to the entire student population
to the student popUlation : The
Therefore, the following approval process will be used for mass E-mail
(Bill Wilson) and the student Body
Office of Student Activities staff member responsible for posting approval
e to the student population to
President, will have to agree that the proposed E-mail is of enough importanc
to the Office of Student
requests
refer
will
Services
g
Computin
of
staff
be distributed via mass E-mail. The
project. People will have to plan ahead
Activities and provide technical assistaJlce and advice concerning the
approval.
and make requests at least ten days in advance in order to get the required
the entire student body will be
Furthermore, student groups and organizations that wish to contact
or through announcements posted
encouraged to do so through the World Wide Web on the UMR homepage
by the Student Activities
approved
are
which
activities
All
networks.
on the login screens for the campus
and in the Miner newspaper. The
Office appear in the student activities calendar on the World Wide Web
student group to get their message to
staff of the computer center and student activities will work with any

Keith Missey

starr Writer
One of the ways today's scientists
are trying to create a safer environment
is called "structural health monitoring" and the people that are bringing
the future to the present are right here
atUMR.
Str\lctural healti! monitoring involves the use of electronic sensors and
sophisticated computer programs to diagnose various structures such as
roads, bridges, and airplanes boifore
they become critical.

Dr. Vittal S. Rao, professor
trical engineering and director of the
Intelligent Systems Center (ISC) at
UMR, is working; along with his fel·
low researchers at ISC, on the early
stages of research on such a monitoring
device.
Rao stated, "A structural health
mO!,itoring system could be used to
detect tiny cracks or stresses in an
airplane wing in time to forestall serious problems later on. We hope to
create a system diat will identify how
good the integrity is of various struc·
tures, and to determine how much life
is left in them."

see Tests, page 15
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Thomas Jefferson Residence Hall
held the first of the Last Lecture series
on October 7th in the TJ south lounge.
The guest speaker was none other than
Dr. Ronald Bieniek of the UMR Physics Department. The Last Lecture Series gives professors a chance to choose
a topic that they would lecture on if it
were to be the last lecture they ever
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the campus.
community, but rather have
The intent of this policy is not to restrict groups from contacting the campus
desires of those who do not
the
respect
and
system
the
strain
not
do
them use methods of transmission which
want unsolicited E-mail.

Ryan Shawgo
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Dr. Bieniek made a quote from
Copernicus during his speech, "If it is
not pleasing to the mind, it is wrong."
Another'quote used was, "The music is
in the Mathematics, not in the materials." These are thoughts portrayed
early in the history of science. In many
ways, these thoughts are still true today. The ways of thinking throughout
throughout history,
Before
Compared to many ordinary lec- the history have also changed.
the earth
tures, those in the Last Lecture series, the age of Newtonian Physics,

verse" and focused of the influence of
religion on the development of science.
Dr. Bieniek graduated from
Harvard University in 1975 with a
Ph.D. in the Philosophy of Physics.
Many different topics were covered in
Dr . Bieniek's lecture, including
thoughts by many famous scientists
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I Professor responds to e-mail controversy
Dr. J. Keith Nisbett
Last week many of you received an
email message announcing a meeting
of the (:allege Republicans. I am the
faculty advisor for the College Repub~cans. As such. I approved the mailing
and sent it from my computer, thus I
accept the teSpOnsibility for the riuin"
ing. I hasten to confess that it reflected
poor judgment on my
which was .
made without propel' consideration of
the inlplications. I would identify two
separate aspects to the problem of this
mailing: The mass mailing of a speciflC announcement to a general audience. IIId the lengthy list of names
which Weal out with the mailing. I
wouldlilteto IIIdIasthese two points,
not as an excuse. but to hopefully appease some of the indignation which
has risen in reaction to the mailing.
I hadn't fully. thought through the
implications of mass mailings on
email I get unsoi*ited mass mailings
all the time in my postal mail box. I
sinlply Ihrow away the ones I don't
want, IIId am appreciative ofa few that
Ido wanL I figured that email was even
easier to throwaway. Since the email

part,

addresses were publicly available information, I didn't think of any impropriety in collecting them up and using
them. I appreciate now that it is necessary to use different guidelines for a
system in which it is so easy to multiply
the volume. One group sending out one
announcement may be manageable,
but if every group decided to send out
announcements, then the system bogs
. down.
I guess I was encouraged to overlook these problems by some positive
feedback on ,o ther mailings (though
much smaller scale) to the students in
my department concerning the interviewing process of our department
chairman candidates. The majority of
the students didn't care to know the
information, but the ones that did want
to know were greatly appreciative of
the communication. I was therefore
viewing this mailing as an informative
one that would not be a significant
nuisance to anyone. I confess to being
entirely wrong in my misguided reasoning. I have now read the campus
mass mailing policy, which
instilUted this semester. It is a good policy,
to which I can see the value. The

w.as

mailing which I approved last week
was clearly not in compliance with that
policy. Please forgive the transgression.
This mass mailing was further exasperated due to a mistake. The mailing was addressed to an alias list, not
realizing that the alias name would be
expanded. It was intended to be a short
little m~ssage which could easily be
skimmed and deleted. I did not anticipate an expanded, mUlti-page list
which would be a nuisance as well as a
temptation for further abuse. If this
mailing has encouraged any of you to
think of aiso abusing the email system,
let me assure you that the Computer
Center, the Office ofthe Vice Chancellorfor Student Affairs, StudentCouncil, and a large number of students will
be after you very quickly.
In conclusion, I greatly regret having given bad advise to the College
Republicans. I request that you not
consider it their fault, for the action
was based on my approval. I have been
thoroughly pounded by email replies to
the mailing. I assure you I have been
shamed. Again, please accept my
apologies.

Student speaks out on Proposition A
Justin Sutherland

The flyers are out and the debate
is circling. Proposition A is an issue
which is garnering much attention.
The proposition proposes a statewide
increase in the minimum wage, surpassing the federal limit, to $6.25 per
bour. Sounds quite advantageous to
your cash flow, right? Well, here's a
few points which you probably have
not considered.
The minimum wage is a fallacy.
People don't realize, as a wise man
once told me, that the only real minimum wage is zero. Meaning that, no
mailer how high you artificially raise
the bottom dollar amount, there are
still going to be people earning nothing. And the higher you raise the
limit, the more people there will be
falling into this crevasse of monetary
nothingness. Thereby, increasing
unemployment and swelling tbe wel-

fare rolls . . And to follow the logic
through, we will probably have to raise
taxes in order to support the new welfare recipients.
Raising the minimum wage is
counterproductive for attracting new
business', too. What company will
want to locate in the state of Missouri
if they l!re going to have to pay more for
their work force than in a neighboring
state? By and large, the effect will only
serve to stagnate the job growth in this
state. To me, the passage of Proposition A is like listening to the flush of an
economic toilet And with the vortex of
water goes potentially valuable jobs.
The proponents of Proposition A
don't like to mention any of this,
though. They would rather immerse
their propaganda with phrases like
'Reward Hard Work, Responsibility,
and Family.' --Hereby, playing off the
guilt of the average voter, while providing' you with a subtle amount of

sanctimony after you've cast your
ballot For all the good intentions a
minimum wage may have to the few,
it will, comparatively,. reverberate
with a larger, damaging effect to the
many.
Furthermore, to express the
thoughts of a person who's name I
cannot remember, but who's ideas
are vivid in my mind: Nothing is
more dangerous to a democracy,
than when the people realize that
they can vote themselves a pay increase with other people's money.
If all of this hasn't convinced
you, though, then by all means, vote
"yes" on Proposition A. You will be
doing myself and my co-workers a
small favor. But as for myself, I can't
have it weighing on my conscience
that more harm was done to the
whole of the people as a result of a
policy of greed, spin-doctored by the
propagandists of Proposition A.

* EARN EXTRA INCOME*
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing phone
cards. For information send a self·
addressed stamped envelope to: Inc.,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 33164

Economical Family and_GroupRates Available

Route 66 Bicycles
Open Mon thru Fri 12 to 6 PM
Sat 10 to 7 PM
805 Rolla Street
Rolla, MO 65401
573-368-3001

Your Bike Shop in Downtown Rolla

.RESEARCH
REPORTS
Ubrary 01 Information In u.s.
Largest

.

19,278 TIIPfCS - AU SUBJECTS·
Order Catalog Today w~h Visa I MC or c/lIJ

800-351-0222 '

CPR
can keep your love alive

41t1lf''Reservations Taken 7 Days A Week

573-368-4656
1-800-872'-9399
Missouri Department Of Transportation Authorized

-DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE PROVIDED!
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
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oday there seems to be an investment expert or
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But
just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed and
managed with your needs and retirement securitr
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services
TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

T

REALLY

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD

TIAA-CREF:
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.

A REWARDING RETI REMENT.

CO

Our counselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treateg as the unique person you are, with special needs
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plentr of choice and
flex ibilitr in building your retirement nest-egg - from
TlAA's guaranteed traditional a nnuitr to the investment
opportunities of CREF's seven variabl e annuitr accounts.

Whatever causes you're giving
to now, set a goal to increase your

g iving to a level that will make a
pennanent and positive difference.
Give Five - 5 hours a week and 5%
of you r income. The rewards will
make you feel like a win ner every
day of yo ur li fe. For more
infonl1ation. calI 1-8()().55-GlVE-5.
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It's tough to wade through all t~e "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research communitr, your best choice is
simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities :will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TlAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at I 800 842·2888.
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And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are
among the lowest in the insu rance and mutua l fund
industries. o That means more of your money is where it
should be - working for you.
TlAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets un der management
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more
than one and a hal f million people throughout the nation.
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This November: when you are cast~ .
ing your vote for the presidency, you
will also be given the chance to vote fo~
a proposition which could, if passed,
devastate Missouri's small towns and
small businesses.
Proposition .A is an act which
would raise the minimum wage in
Missouri to $6.50 in Jl!Iluary of 1997
and continue to raise the minimum
wage $0.25 each year. This minimum
wage hike would only be applicable in
Missouri. Other states would still
have a $4.75 minimum wage.
When raced with the decision to
vote either yes or no for Proposition A,
many people will uneducatedly vote
yes, thinking that by increasing the
minimum wage, we will be decreasing
the number of .people in poverty and

SE,

1d up to
l.EFcan
nent

squeeze if Missourians pass Proposilion A. These small businesses will
have to hire fewer employees, if any at
all, to not lose any money.
These employees are not helped by
this bill; rather, they become unemployed. Also, some small businesses,
unable to hire the employees they need
at $6.50 and remain ,competitive with
larger corporations, will inevitably be
forced out of business.
The area of Missouri which will be
hardest hit by the outcome of this
proposition will be rural Missouri. In
small town Missouri, the majority of
businesses are locally owned, and a
healthy percent of people are employed
by these local businesses as well .
. Unemployment will rise, and businesses will falter. this is especially
the case at the borders. As previously
mentioned, even in larger corporations, price hikes will be seen with the

. see World, page 15
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unfortunately, the contrary will occur if
this proposition passes. We can expect
to see an increase in the poverty level,
especially in rural Missouri and along
the state's borders.
To understand the consequences
which will inevitably result if Proposition A is passed, we must look at how
this bill will affect businesses. For
businesses which pay their starting
employees more than $6.50 an hour, no
change will be seen. For large corporations which pay their workers minimum wage, such as companies in the
fast food industry, a small hike in
prices is expected. Perhaps that hamburger at McDonald' s will cost an extra dime, or the burrito at Taco Bell
may be jacked up to 99 cents. These
two types of businesses will not feel the
full wrath of Proposition A.
·The businesses which will be devastaled by this bill are small, individually owned businesses. Small businesses which hire a few employees at

Wow! What a word Turn it upside
down it says mom. Look at it upside
down grapl!ically and it reminds you of .
two butts with a ball in between.
OK, this may seem weird to some
of you, but being an engineer makes a
person think of every possible outcome
for something that can be solved and
every way it can be perceived
What does this have to do with this
week's reviews? Well, when listening
to this week's selections,! have to make
decisions on my personal opinions.
Being a totally unbiased critic is a hell
of a lot harder than one would think.
I admit I haven't done much R&B
or stuff like thaL I .am sure there are a
lot of people on campus that do listen to
other varieties of music, but since !
can't do everything by myself, we are
just going to have to deal with it.
Rock and roll is what I was raised
on and has pretty much dominated the
world So, I am being a confonnist and
reviewing what fits the bill. But I will
review any type of music as long as its
not chamber music, so if anyone has
suggestions, please speak up.
The day is getting closer to its end,
and my fOlgers are growing tired. I will
just skip the small talk and open the
door to this week's reviews and the
extensive list of concerts ...

Social Distortion
White Light, White Heat, White
Trash
Sony
Alternative
Performance:
7
Sound Quality: 7

Its been some time since these fathers of the underground alternative
scene have popped their heads up into
society. It has not been mere luck that
their release of ''Dear Lover" has been
hil1ing it big on MTV as well as the

alternative rock radio stations all
across the states.
The duality of this band has
amazed fans for years. Their hard-asnails, tattoo layered bodies and intensity are more of a cover than an indication of what they really are. Rock and
roll is their main objective in life, and
having fun is just a bonus.
Many bands of today have mimicked their sound, such as The Stone
Roses and Sponge to name a couple.
The sound of Social Distortion can only

be described as true rock and roll: no
unnecessary guitars squeals, no brain
jiggling bass drum attacks.
Every song on the album is unique
and has lyrics that actually make sense
rather than just being something to add
to the rhythm.
I couldn't decide what song on the
album I liked the most, so I made it a tie
between "Don' t Drag Me Down" and
"Pleasure Seeker." The reasons were
simple: 1) good rock and ro\1, and 2)
songs to which I can relate.

This is a definite pick up for those
that like melodic rock and roll that is
comprised of simple yet not boring
guitar rhythms and cool lyrics.
J~bob

Korn
Life is Peachy
Sony
Alternatlve/Metal
Performance:
7
Sound Quality: 7
The second release by Korn has
been awaited heavily and with reason.
The band has bee~ on tour in support of
their self-titled album for over a year.
The months have been long, and it was
getting old New material was the key
as well as providing the fans with
something else to mosh hard to.
The release ofLife Is Peachy has an
almost carbon copy sound to their previous album. The lyrics are still as .
ferocious and chaotic but backed with
more of that grinding guitar and ·
heavily influenced bass. Songs like
"Twist," "No Place to Hide" and
"A.D.ID.A.S." are beyond the norm of
expected Korn.
The album has compilations of
rhythms that are reminiscent of previous released songs like "Faggot,"
"Clown" and ''Fake. " There are some
very, well, inkresting songs on this
album. One song that reflects this
statement would have to be 'Twist"
with front man 10hnathon Davis
saeaming God knows whaL Switch-

see MusIc, page 15
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A Closer Look: Dr. Ken Robertson
Dr: Robertson obtained his underAfter. graduate school, Dr.
graduate degree in chemistry at West Robertson immediately began teach, . Melanie Kostedt
Texas State University, located in !lie ing here at UMR. He was attracted to
Texas panhandle.
Rolla because of its pleasant spring
"
Starr Writer
He went on to achieve his Ph.D. in weather. The beautiful greenery was I
chemistry at Texas A & M University. refreshing change from the . dry and
Freshmen who fmd themselves in It was here that his love for the Dallas dusty Texas weather. He was also
Dr. Ken Robertson's chemistry class Cowboys developed.
impressed by the. school's chemistly
learn almost immediately what the ,..".-,....-- - - - - - - - - - - - ,
department and by the salary he'd
college experience, at least at
receive. UMR offered him one of
UMR, is all about. It is not possible
the highest starting salaries avail.
to simply sit back and absorb inforable to univeriity professors in the
mation in his class. He expects his
mid-sixties.
students to keep their minds active
Dr. Robertson' s interests inand 10 attack all problems in a scienclude reading and writing for pleatific and logical manner. One slusure. In his spare time, he has been
dent I spoke with has ~ivid memoworking to publish his own book
ries of his first day in Dr.
about Scottish heritage. As a ScotsRobertson's class four years ago.
man, intrigued by the history of his
Dr. Robertson somberly swore that
people, he has been locating and
his "tests ;u-e 100 hard, they're 100
associating lands with families in
long, you won't finish."
Scotland during the last lOOOyean.
Dr. Robertson, the youngest of
In Scottish culture, land is an indiseven children, grew up on a farm in
cator of worth. The people are
Dumas, Texas. (In case you are
identified not only by their names,
wondering, that is the town referred
but also by the names of their lands.
10 in "I'm a Ding Dong Daddy from
Kittie
Robertson,
Dr.
Dumas," a song that actually ranked
Robertson' s wife, is also known
RyonShowgo
around UMR. She works in the
high on the music charts a time or Dr. Ken Roberson
two .) As the youngest, Dr.
development office. Dr. and Mrs.
Robertson was quite spoiled. One of
Dr. Robertson has been influenced Robertson have grown sons.
his sisters taught him 10 read when he by teachers all his life. In the immediIf nothing else, Dr. Robertson de·
was four so that he would sit still once ate Robertson family and two allied sires that students realize they can
in a while.
families, there are 120 teachers.
learn someihing from anybody. It
In high school, Dr. Robertson was
Dr. Robertson's personal interest doesn't matter what they' re being
involved with journalistic activities, in teaching began during the frenzy taught or whether or not the material
like the yearbook and newspaper.
over Sputnik. Due to the extreme lack seems important. For instance,. many
He also participated in club sports of both scientists and science teachers, students are required to take chemis·
by playing basketball and tennis on the the federal government provided full- try. Although some of them may never
town's "plant tearns." These teams rides to graduate students if they prom- use the actual material again, they can
were established by the IOwn's indus- ised to teach at the university for at learn something that could later be
trial workers.
least two years.
beneficial to them.

. Flexibility is the bridge 10 happiness. This link of wisdom is witnessed
in the interwoven strands of nature.
Trees that fail to bend are left broken
and uprooted. Often times they leave
great holes in the wake of their rigidity.
Animals adapt 10 conditions varying
from icebox 10 inferno.
However, 100 much flexibility may
be detrimental to a species. This is the
reason that while you can buy boneless
chicken at your local grocer, you never
actually see the limp sacks of feathers
flopping over hill and dale. Likewise,
these same conditions might be applied to the human condition.
Once, in a classroom experiment, a
rigid individual was hoisted inlO the air
by two people using two fmgers each.
They couldn't have done this if the
person wasn't inflexible. And although
if they had dropped the person it probably wouldn't have left a hole, it would
have hun a whole lot The point being,
while it's often assumed that a flIlO,
unbending constitution provides the
best basis for stability, this is not al ways the case.
Often times the rigid person is
overwhelmed by the wake of those

flexible people sw imming swiftly
through the bending currents of life.
This is apparent 10 anyone who has
seen the encroachment of vines upon a
deserted concrete structure, or one who
has failed to account for the twisting
lines in their day planner.

And while many species have bent
10 meet a multitude of environmental

conditions, none face such a twisted
web of situations as we. Life heats up.
Sometimes it seems as if we run from
meeting 10 meeting so quickly that it's
a wonder we don't just jog throughout
our days even in winter.
Envisioning people in gray
sweatsuits skiing through mountains
of appointments with laplOps and cell
phones strapped to their backs is

enough 10 raise a sweat on the slackest
of jaws. And because we do posses
mountains of responsibility, it is easy
to become cold and numbed towards
others as we pass them on the cold
,glaciers, while heading to our own
little fires .
Sometimes these conditions can
practically mummify you. But that is
not 10 say that 10 unwind should mean
10 come undone. Marching in a holiday
parade is a healthy way to unwind.
Marching around the local tavern doing a weaving goosestep while waving
the zeig heil at your former friends is
not so healthy.
But there is help for these individuals. If your twisting through the day so
fast that you feel like an anorexic
Chubby Checker, stop and take a cool
sip of life's sweeter nectars. Likewise.
if you're feeling that the world has
become a crowded cold shoulder, reach
out and give a back rub. And if you've
become so bent that your looking over
your own shoulder, and everyone
els<;'s, then maybe you should relax,
take a deep breath and step back up 10
the plate after you digested a healthy
meal of objective reality.
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So you think you're a Hot Shot,
huh? Well, Hot Shots 96' is coming to
UMR's Multi-Purpose Building on
Friday, November I at 10 p.m .
Hot Shots consists of a 3-3 basketball tournament, 6-6 coed volleyball
tournament, 2-2 ~acquetball tournamen~ swimming, casino games ' and
numerous other activities.

Food will be provided at no charge.
Entry into any of the tournaments is
also free. In addition to the door prizes,
awards will go to the champions of
each tournament.
Applications for the tournaments
are available at Student Health Services and the Student Affairs Office
(106 Norwood). Applications are due
by Tuesday, October 29.
For more information please contact Shannon Neimeyer bye-mail at
neimeyeI@umr.edu.
So get your teams together now for
Hot Shots 96'.

SUBCONSCIOUS
TomMee
SUB Source

On Wednesday, October 23 at 8
p.m., Impact Month co median
Jimmy Dore
will perform in
Centenni a l
Hall at UCEast. Jimmy
Dore is regularly seen on HBO's Comedy Central, A&E's Evening at the lmprov
and Caroline's Comedy Hour. His
delightful comedy consists of the

kind of jo\<es your parents would not
understand'. Mocktales will be
served at 7:30, sponsored by the
UMR TECHS .
If you are interested in making
suggestions for the Sl Pat's Concert,
please come up to the office and join
the concert committee of the Student
Union Board.
They partake in all aspects of the
concert from
choosing and
. booking the act to doing the production of the show including security.
The next meeting is Tuesday, November 5 at 9 p.m. in 218 UC-West.
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UMR Computing Services
http://www.umr.edul-cchtmU
OFFICE: MlCS 114 #341-4841; M-F 8:30pm - 4:30pm
CLC: MlCS 1041108
24 Hours Continuous: Sunday 8:00am - Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight
HELPDESK: http://www.umr.edulhelpdeskl
MlCS 104 #341-help(4357), ME \19 #341-6039
E-mail problems to: helpdesk@umr.edu

Top 10 Reasons to Reboot Computers at the Computer Lab

Monday--Monday Night Football
Tuesday--Red Dog Night Live Music

The fool ba:
JchJilldsofWasl

(Ibm Compatibles and Macs Only)

1",,~of45.D.

Wednesday--LADIES NIGHr
10.
9.
8.

7.
6.

5.
4.

3.
2.
1.

Viruses may be running, but rebooting the computer will kill them!! :)
Bad people may have installed password capturing programs!!! !
People may have been running programs that don't give up all their
memory when exiting.
People may be taking up some of your storage space on a guest account.
The computer may be set up to access a server in a different building.
Printer may print out in a different room or building.
It may eat your disk!!!!!!
Configurations and programs may be setup wrong or not ~ven there.
Programs may be still running that were left by other users!
It just might run faster!

GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
'There was a campus wide Power Failure Sunday, Oct. 13th about Noon. The
power was restored at about 5:00pm that day. Computing Services worked
through the afternoon and \!vening to get the systems up and running.
, Campus Computer Labs are provided for academic purposes. If you are playing
games in a busy lab you will asked to leave.
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Friday--Steak Night
Open 11A.M. to lA.M. Every Day
118 W. 8th St.
364-9686
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Southside Shoppers World
1032 S. Bishop Ave.
Rolla, Mo 65401
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'Roberta Ward

ACUTABOYE

Ultimate Tan & Fashions, LLC

HAIR & TANNING SALON. INC.

Tanning. Swimwear & Lingerie
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The Miner
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_

&om !heir own

573-364-6866

SCA WOLFF BEDS
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(573)-308-1090

1024 Soulh Bishop
Rolla. MO 65401

ixt!d Wllhbun
12th & PINE 364-3311

RIGHf NEXT 10 CAMPUS
Costume Party

Halloween
DJ and Prizes
First Place: $25
Second Place: $15
Third Place: $10

October 31

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE EXCLUSIVELY CATER TO UMR
Wednesday 8:30 P.M.
Party at the GROTTO
Don't Miss It!!
EIT SPECIAL OCT. 26
. Friday Liuich Special Tacos & The Grotto's
F'A.DJ:O"US
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IMiners trounced Saturday in 45-0 debacle
Matt Ryan
Staff Writer

The football Miners fell to the
Ichabods of Washburn last Saturday by
a score of 45-0. The Miners fall to 2~
5(0-5) in the MIAA, while the Ichabods
go to 3-3 (3-2 in MIAA).
The Miners. without starting
quarterback Dan Van Anne. out with
a hand injury. started freshman Matt
Brueckner at quarterba·ck. The
difference showed itself early in the
game, wi~ a fu'mble ~f the snap on
the frrst play from scrimmage. The
Ichabods were able to recover the ball
JustioSutberland
on the UMR 24 yard line. Washburn
was able to score on first down from Jason Benne (85), Clint Botard (55), Dan Van Anne (14) and '
this great field position. just 17 other Miners suffer through a 45-0 thrashing they received at
seconds into the game to make the the hands of the Washburn IchabOds. The Miners will try to
reverse their fortunes when they play Central Missouri State.
score 7-0.
"We gave them the football this Saturday, In Warrensburg.
game." Coach Jim Anderson remarked.
"We had 6 rumovers in the first half."
The Miner offense took possesion which gave the Ichabods the ball on
The Miners again received the on the UMR 39 yard line. They were downs.
kickoff and again lost the ball on the able to move the ball from here to the
The Miner defenSe came up big.
first down. this time on a hand-off , Ichabod 26 yard line in nine plays in keeping the Ichabods out of the
between Brueckner and Steve Hodson. what was their most impressive drive endzone, forcing a 17 yard field goal
Once again. the Ichabods recovered, of the afternoon.
to make the score 24.0. with 12:39 left
this time on the UMR 19 yard line.
However. they were unable to go in the first half. To this point.
Washburn fumbled on their first play any further. and were forced to try a Washburn had scoring drives of 11
from scrimmage. but the Miners were 43 yard field goal. Lance Privett's kick yards, 24 yards. 19 yards and a blocked
unable to recover the ball and the was blocked. and the ball bO!lnced field goal return. Washburn iced the
Ichabods scored on a draw three plays backwards, When the holder tried to game with their first somewhat long
later as the Washburn running back pounce on ttie ball. it squirted away drive of the afternoon, going 42 yards
broke a tackle to go 13 yards for the and an Icbabod was able to pick it up in four plays to make the score 31-0.
The Ichabods other two
score. The score was 14-0. with 12:49 and go 48 yards untouched for a
touchdowns carne in the second half.
touchdown to make the score 21-0.
left to play in the frrst quarter.
The Miner offense settled down
UMR'got the ball back once again the first on a 69 yard interception
on the next possession. moving the ball aild the offense was unable to move return, ,the other to cap a eight play, 56
from their own 19 to the Ichabod 45 the ball, bringing up fourth and two yard, drive. The fmal score was WU
yard line before stalling and being on their own 28 yard line. 'Punter 45- UMR O.
forced to punt. The UMR defense, James Harden bobbled the snap. then
given reasonable starting position, was unable to get a punt off and was
see Football page 1.4
forced WaShburn to go three and out.
tackled on the UMR 12 yard line.

Miner Match-up

CMSU Mules at UMR Miners
Site: Vernon Kennedy Stadium, Warrensburg, M~.,
Date: October 26
~
Time: 2 p.m. eDT
1996 Records: CMSU (2-5.0-5 in MIAA), Miners (2-5, 0-5 in MlAA) .
Series Record: 34-28-3 UMR leads
Head Coaches: Teny Noland (77-65.2 in 14th year at CMSU)
Jim Anderson (13-35-1 in fifth year at UMR)
Players to watch: CMSU: Paul Kaiser, QB; Jason Floyd, DB. Miners: Steve Hodson. RB; Ed
Reichen, LB.
Oudook: The Mules
having a down season and are sure to be hungry when they hQst the Miners
for homecoming. CMSU's record is somewhat deceiving. the Mules played,a tight 14-12 game with
Pittsburg Stale and fell shon in a fourth quaner rally at Missouri Souther:n.ln order for the Miners to
compete the Miners must establish a running game to take the press~ off freshman quanerback
Man Brueckner who will likely SIarl on Saturday. The Miners must also avoid the costly mistakes
which Iiaunted them in their loss to Washburn.
Sou"'IJ:UMR altd rnu..... S"',. Spomillfomttl';""

are

Ryon--'

Miner assistant coach, Les Boyum talks wHh linebackers
Willie Halliburton and Ed Reichert during the game on
Saturday. The Ichabods ran for 280 yards on the UMR defense.

1011iDS~

Brian Tlllman carries the ball for the Miners during their game
against washburn. The Miners dropped to 2-5 wHh tt18 loss
and 0-5 In the conference.
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Miners lose two; will face Lincoln today in Jefferson City
Joseph McLain

starr Writer
The UMR Mens ' Soccer Team
will travel to play Lincoln and Truman
state this week. UMR will play Lincoln in Jefferson City, MO today at 4
p.m. For their next game they will
confront Truman State in Kirksville,
MO on Saturday, Oct 26 at 3 p.m.
Coach M~ Salisbury trusts that
the team can defeat Lincoln, but may
have trouble with Truman St Both are
must-win situations in order to keep
the Miner's hopes of becoming conference co-champions alive. The Miners have enjoyed consistent success
against Lincoln. Last season Lincoln
did not score a single goal in any of
their conference games. Truman State,
o~ the other hand, went undefeated in
conference games last season. Fortunately for the Miners, Gevan McCoy
will return from his one game suspension to help his team in these two
games.
"Lincoln, we generally beat them.
Truman we generally lose to,"
Salisbury said.

In last weekls games the Miners area, and Greg Schulte attempted to
Playing without Gevan McCoy
suffered defeats to both Missouri clear it. By chance, it ricocheted off due to a one-game suspension, the
Southern and Mckendree. Unfortuan opponent's leg and went in the goal. Miners fell behind early by two goals.
nately for the Miners, Missouri South- The Miners lost 3-1 with Mike Kiefer Just before half-time though, Greg
em was a conSchulte scored
ference game
with an assist from
and knocked
Brian Koscielski
their conferto keep the game
ence record
close.
do wn to 1-1.
fu the second
After
both
half
Missouri
losses the MinSouthern scored
ers now have
quickly which.alan overall sealow them to conson record of
centrate on de7-7-1 with two
UMR at Lincoln
fense with the
conference and
luxury of a two
Date: Oct. 2~, 1996
four overall
goal lead. Just beSite:
Jefferson
City,
MO.
games remainfore the game
ing.
ended
Dave
"Offense,
Nauman converted
Defense, and
a shot. but it was
Players to watch: Greg Schulte, Gevan McCoy, John Almedia
Midfield,
too late to make a
Outlook: The Miners have a history of doing well against
we're not in
difference in the
Lincoln, and hope to improve their record for this season.
sy nc. We've
final outcome .
struggled to
Also, Kevin Levy
find the right
was able to collect
com bination.
four saves.
We seem to give up goals real early. . scoring the Miner's only goal.
When asked if McCoy's presence
Against McKendree we had some real
In the Missouri Southern game wou ld have made a difference,
bad luck," Salisbury said.
the Miners lost by one goal 3-2 in spite Salisbury said, "No, we gave up two
In the McKendree game on one of outshooting them 18 to \3 and play- goals in the frrst 15 minutes. You can't
goal the ball came across the penalty ing at home.
do that and win, not against a good

Miner Match up

Men's Soccer

team, and Missouri Southern is a good
team."
The team's performance has
fallen short of Salisbury's hopes.
"Our players are not able to mentally prepare themselves to play.
We've talked about it a bunch of times.
We've tried to figure out what the pro~
lem is. We've talked to the players
individually. We 've talked to them as
a group. We finally made some
changes in personnel. and maybe that
will help us," Salisbury said. "We're
very very young. Yesterday[Saturday)
we started three freshmen. four sophomores, and two Juniors. We don't have
&lIY seniors on our team."
The Miners are really in debt of .
experience but sbould have plenty in
the few years to come.
"Lack of experience and lack of
leadership," Salisbury said hurts them
the most.
"You can 't ask a freshman to be
a leader on a college team. You really
can It ask juniors to be complete leaders yet. They're just too young."
The future looks promising
though. This year was the first year
UMR recruited fres hmen. These
see Soccer page

think we Ire getting better and better
every game," Alison Hanson said.
"I think we're playing with confidence. I think we know what we have
to do to be a successful team. We're
starting to score goals more consistently, and we're starting to get them
from more than just one player,"
Salisbury said.
Salisbury thinks that the Miners
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Lady Miners to face Bulldogs in final game of the season
Salisbury believes that the Bulldogs will be tough to beat.
Jonathan Erdman
"They're [Truman State) a strong
team all the way around. Every one of
Asst. S ports Editor
their players is very talented. They're
good athletes all the way around.
They're ranked sixth in the region right
now. They've been ranked in and out
The UMR Lady Miner Women's
So.ccer Team will face the Truman
of the top 20 all year. They were first
State Bulldogs in Kirksville Mo. at 1
in the region until they fell off a bit
p.m. this Satur.
later in the year.
They're going to
day, Oct 26.
In the past,
be a real chal the Lady Miners
lenge for us."
have had a hisThe .Lady
tory or playing
Miners goal at
close games with
the beginning of
the Lady Bulltlie season was to
dogs, but ha ve
have an above
not yet managed
500 record . If
UMR at Truman State
to come up with
they beat the
a victory.
Bulldogs, they
Date: Oct. 26, 1996
uWe 've
will
have
Site: Kirksville, MO
played
them
achieved this
[Truman State)
goal .
pretty closel but
"Our goal is
haven't beaten
Players to watch: Rachel Lewis, Natalie Sanders, Alison Hanson . to win the game.
them. Last year
If we do, we'll be
Outlook: The Lady Miner's intend to defeat Truman State and
we lost 2-0. I
above 500, and
end their season with a winning record.
think the year
that's our chief
before, we tied
goal that we've
them. Ii's a team
had all season
welve played
long. I'd like to
close. We just haven't been able to get will need to stay alert during it's game finish my career with a really strong
over the top," Coach Mark Salisbury to defeat the Bulldogs.
game," Rachel Lewis said.
uWe need to make sure we're
said.
"We definitely want to win the
The Lady Miners have been pull- strong defensively, particularly early in game, so that we can be over 500. Ining together as a team, and are becom- the game. We need to be continually dividually, I'd like to playa good role
in the team, have a strong game, work
ing more confident as the season critical of ourselves as the game goes
on, and consistently strive to play betprogresses.
.
hard and score a goal hopefully, "
"I think the team has been doing ter. Sometimes you can get a little bit Hanson said.
really well. We've improved a lot. and complacent, and then a good team will
Coach Salisbury echoed the playwe' re playing together a lot more. I nail you if you do that." Salisbury said. ers goals.
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Taml Bowman fights to maintain possesion against her
Southern Indiana opponent. The Lady Miners Will travel to
Kirksville Saturday to face Truman State.
•
"We want to win. We talked at
the beginning of the year, and felt that
if we finished with a winning record,
the year would be a big success for us,
because of our youth and the kind of
schedule that we play. I think that our
team is really fired up to train hard this
week and to really try to win this last
game. If we do, I think we'll have a
good chance at fmishing the season
ranked in the top ten in the region. It'll
be a great starting point for next year,
and a motivating tool for next season."
The Miners beat McKendree by
a score of 3-0, with goals scored by

Natalie Sanders, Kate Marcum: and ;
Hanson. Salisbury thinks that the team I
performed well defensively.
"1 think Marcum played pretty '
well. Kim Hydeman is always a real ,
strong player for us. We have some I
very strong defenders on our team.
That makes ~ a pretty strong team,
and keeps us in the game a lot of the r
time."
. The Lady Miners didn It perfonn
well in the first half, but improved their
play in the second.half of the game.

see Lady Mlner.s page 14
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MIner Basketball players Jeff Kokal and Ryan Matthews run
onto the .court at MIdnIght Madness. The MIners and Lady
MIners begIn the task of defendIng theIr MIAA crowns. The
MIners have been nationally ranked by several preseason
college basketball publicatIons.

Outlook: The Miners and Lady Miners will face some stiff competion
at the MlAA meet. Standout runners include PSU's Chad Brake, NWMSU's
Don Feree, CMSU's Alexander Alexin, MSSC:s Jon Willes and Emporia
State's Jurrnain Mitchell on the men's side. On the women's side powerful
NWMSU comes in with four quality runners, Kathy Keams, Heidi Metz,
Renata Eustice and Carrie Sindlear. Other standout runners on the women's
side include MSSC's Sonia Blacketer, CMSU's Sandy Thomas (the MlAA's
defending champion), Emporia State's Magali Schneider, PSU's Natalie
Loughmiller and TSU's Jennifer Lehman. And altho ugh Ben Mulvaney and
Sheri Lentz are expected to be the Miner's and Lady Miner's best hopes for
the top ten, look for Tracy Jones, Matt Hagen, Sheryl Ziccardi, Josh Sales
and a host of other Miners to be competitive.

1Soccer page 14

eason

. Albany (N y) 19, Stony Brook 12
Albilene Christian 17, Angelo State 14
Bemidji State 19, Minnesota Morris 15
Bloomsburg 21 , Millersville 17
Carson-Newman 26, Mars Hill 21
Catawba 36, Gardner-Wobb 31
Central Ari<ansas 31, Henderson State 21
Chadron State 38, Peru State 28
Chico State 39, Humboldt State 14 .
Clarion 45, California (PA) 14
ColoradO School of Mines 37, Adams 'State 22
CW. Post 14, Bentley 0
Eastern New Mexico 24, Tarleton State 17
East 'Stroudsburg 23 , Indiana (PA) 12
Ferris State 31, Michigan Tech 6
Fort Hays State 26, Western State 23
Fort Valley State 17, Alabama A&M 13
Glenville State 34, Fairmont State 33
Grand Valley State 19, Northern Michigan 14
Hillsdale 14, Wayne State (MI) 0
Howard 49 , Morehouse 0
Johnson C. Sm~ h 22, Fayetteville State 7
KutZ10wn 10, Mansfield 7

Lenoir-Rhyne 28, Wingate 0
Livingstone 29, Bowie State 0
Mercyhurst 12, St. Francis (Pa.) 6
Merrimack 23, Assumption 7
Minnesota-Duluth 55, Winona State 30
Mississippi College 27, Tusculum 21
Mississippi Valley State 24, Lane (TN) 22
Moorhead State 28 , Southwest State 21
Nebraska-Kearney 43 , Mesa State 18
Nebraska-Omaha 15 , Northern Colorado 14
New Haven 45, Elizabeth C~y State 0
New Mexico Highlands 30, Fort Lewis 13
North Alabama ~7, Deha State 17
North Carolina Central 24, Central State (OH) 6
Norfolk State 38, Virginia Union 21
North Dakota 49, Mankato State 10
North Dakota State 31, South Dakota State 7
Northern State Univers~y 37, Wayne State (NE) 22
Northwest Missouri SI. 31, Mo Western St. 24
Northwood 20. Indianapolis 10
Pace 7, Gannon 0
Pittsburg State 21, Missouri Southern State 7
Presbyterian 27, Elon 23

Quincy 38, Kentucky Wesleyan 36
Sacred Heart 33, Nichols 0
Saginaw Valley State 24, SI. Francis (IL) 12
St. Cloud State 30, Morningside 7
St. Joseph's (IN) 27, Union (KY) 22
Savannah State 20, Clari< Atlanta 13
Shepherd 31, West Vll9inia Tech 7
Shippensburg 30, Lock Haven 7
Slippery Rock 35, Edinboro 28
South Dakota 33. Augustana (SD) 28
Stonehill 42, Massachussets-Lowell 14
Texas A&M Commerce 31 , West Texas A&M 0
Texas A&M-Kingsville 35, Central Oklahoma 7
Truman State 45 , Central Missouri State 10
UC-Davis 29, Western New Mexico 3
Valdosta State 53, West Alabama 16
Virginia State 17, Winston-Salem State 15
Washbum 45, Missouri-Rolla 0
West Liberty State 23, Concord 13
West Virginia Wesleyan 34, West Virginia State 12
Wofford 48, Newberry 13
Youngstown State 38, Ashland 3
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MEET
WOMEN

Sat Sept 7

USI ClassIc
(at Southern Indiana)
3/4

3/3

Sat Sept,14
Kansas InvItational
(at Univ. of Kansas)
3/5 5/5

417

ers wlll lrav~IIO

M~

MEN

Sat Sept 21
Southern Stampede
(at Missouri Southern)

BOId~"""

S,J(aJe

.QAIf

Sat., Aug, 31 .
Mon" Sept. 2
Sat., Sept. 7
Sun., Sept. B
Fri., Sept. 13
Wed., Sept. 18
Sat., Sept. 21
Sat., Sept. 28
Sun., Sept. 29
Fri., Oct. 4
Tue" Oct. 8
Sat., Oct. 12
Sun., Oct. 13
Wed" Oct, 16

at SIU-Edwardsville
at Missouri-St. Louis
at Lewis
at Wisconsin-Parkside
Bellevue
Columbia College
at Central Methodist
at Southwest Baptist
Fontbonne
Mfssouri Baptist
at Quincy
St. Joseph's (Ind.)
at' Rockhurst
Missouri Southern

0-4
1-0
2-1
1-5
1-0
0-4
O-o,OT
2-1
7-1
1-0
0-4
2-0
0-5
2-3

Sat., Aug. 31
Sat., Sept. 7
Sun" Sept. 8
Sat., Sept. 14
Sun., Sept. 15
Tue., Sept. 17
Sat., Sept. 21
Wed., Sept. 25
Sat., Sept. 28
Wed., Oct, 2
Fri., Oct 4
Tue" Oct. 8
Thu., Oct. 10
Sat., Oct, 12
Sun., Oct. 13
Wed., Oct. 16
Sat., Oct. 19

at SIU-Edwardsville
at Lewis
at Wisconsin-Parkside
Central Missou ri State
Benedictine
William Woods
~t Central Methodist
Southwest Missouri State
at Southwest Baptist
at Missouri-St. Louis
Missouri Baptist
at Quincy
Drury
St. Joseph's (Ind.)
at Rockhurst
Southern Indiana

0-4
3-7
0-2
6-1
1-1 0 T
2-0
3-0
0-2
14-0
0-3
3-1
0-1
3-2
0-2
1-2
5-0

S/6

Sat Oct 5
MIner Invitational
(at Uty1R Golf Cours~! ,
.
2/6 3n
.,

Sat Oct 12
CMSU Invitational
(at CMSU)

sn

King Crossword

Sports Quiz

Vision Teaser

by Larry Duncan

ACROSS
I Prepares
tomorrow's
exams

6 Sleepy, e.g.
II 1850. war zone
12 Rainy-day
dri ving ai.ds
14 "- a .wonderful Io.-t---II---r-

time .....

15 Gridiron group
, 16 Prip r nighl
17 Wasle lime
19 A fool wide?
20 Cordial
22 Bando of
baseball
23 M ideasl slrip
24 Won' I budge
26 Sullied
28 " - the season"
30 Churchly addr.
31 lraq's capital
35 Sports ref,
jocularly
39 Tribules in
verse
40 "Arabian NighlS"
flyer
42 Can'l forgo
43 Own, 10 SCOIS
44 Seafood
46 ~:'~~I
47 II's in Ihe

eye of the
beholder
49 Splil
51 Slale Secrelary
under DDE

Find at least six differences in details between panels.

52 Slipped away
from
53 Woody lissue
54 Librarian's
device
DOWN
I. Tie
2 Talk show
bigwig
3 Parisian pal
4 ScI slraighl
5 Long ,ales
6 Residenl
7 Crafty
8 Mimic

9 Show
32 Farewells
10 Become
33 Wilh greal care
immobilized
34 "Le Coq -" .
II Maslicates
36 NoxIIO
13 "Slammin' Sammy" 37 Bookmobile
III Terhune dog
palron
21 Bils of
38 As a bon us '
folklore
41 Cross-referenced
23 Taken dfor
44 Snick's male
·granle .
45 Prima donna
48 NOI up 10 par
25 Imogene s
longtime costar
SO Cistern
27 Shriner's
chapeau
29 Harsh irony
31 Gel on

Welcome to the family, Ginger!!
·ybbs loves u·
Congrats to Amy Young for joining
the coolest family!

Altman 6 rules! No competition!
Kathy,
Stop taking all our men!

~ition?

copyright 1996 by King

Features Syndicate
see SolutIons, psg! 15

Tara,
It was your driving. '
Craig
I love Holtman!

I love myJ amily!
Shelli

I love my family!

Sigma Pi is awesome!
.
Love,

Keith,
.You are the greatest!
YBS

Quad staff rules!
YeaH Daisie,
I know you've always wanted a big
family!
LICO,
ybs
Daisie, Tonica, Mehinie, ·A my and
Ginger,
'ouR FaMiLy RoCKS!
Lico,
MaRiTeS
Diane needs more Crisco. She ran
out....
Way to go Candice! Alpha Ball
. Queen!
Diane,
What about your package of hot
dogs?
Jon

:) Jennifer

Craig,

Thank you for being my escort.
Anne

Steve has three nipples.
DJ lost 10 pounds, then found 20
more.

Anne and Nikki,
QZKKGHMXXVVwOLLN
Jon

YBS

Elmo says hi from the Grotto!
Sigma Pi is awesome!!
Candice,
Do you trust me?

J
To the Ladies of Kappa Chi,
You are the BOMB! Keep kickin'
it!
Candice
MuzOw,
MS30's the place to be.

Craig,

Puke in your own car!

Bob,
Happy2lst!

Brain, Ryan, Gomer, Craig and _Keith,
You all are the best little brothers!!
Love,
YBS

Kelly,
You are the best big sis in the
world!
Colleen
Welcome to the family, Briciget
and Reb.

YLS

YBS
Jan,
Wanna Cause trouble? ..Here's the
plan ...
Mandy

Mandy,
You ARE ttyuj,ie!!.

ZLAM,
Your old roomie
My-famiIy ROCKS!
. CoUeen

Hi. Hi&hli8hl«.Boy
the girls

Jenn,
. You're the best bi,lis!

beslest ever!

Love,

ZLAM,
YBBBS

Mis'sy,
Thanks for everytilinl! You're the

Let's get ready to Party Gomer!!.

ZLAM,
O. Chem buds

Elliot,
You are a great "little bro!"
Love,
Your 2 "big sisters;'

. 'Oka
ride b

BillM.,
You big sis loves you!!

.
Emperor and Czarina,
Rhoup it up!
Sultan

We need input!!

Bridget

You are awesome!!

Meow.

:) Jennifer
Patrick,
You're a Iweetie!

SLC
DandL,
You can have the l eftOvers.

Hey Farrar 3,
We're the best!!

1. What part of a dartboard must be
fi ve feet, e ight inches above the
fl oor?
2 . What golf club h as an 800-yearold bridge leading to orie of its 18th
holes?
3. What two pins is the pocket between for a right-h~ded bowler? .
. 4. What speed skater won five gold
medals at the 1980 Winter Olympics?
5. What is the straightaway opposite the one with the finish line in
horse racing?
.
6. What team did Abraham M.
Saperstein establish and send on ·the
road in 19277
7. What was the first major league
to feature wild-card playoff teams?
8. What player on a basketball
team usually plays the post, or pivot,

Bridlet

I love my new little brother!
SIICyC.
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TRUE!

by Daryl Cagle
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Talk radio host Rush Limbaugh would have
to exercise continuously, in hot weather,
for four years and four months in order to
sweat enough to fill a typical swimming pool.

najor league
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Missouri Miner

Football
The Miners were led on defense
by Brian Gilmore, who had 10 tackles
and was honored at halftime with the
Burger King Player of the week award.
Helping Gilmore were Willie
Halliburton, who had six tackles, Greg
Hayes, making six tackles as well, and
Jeff Fulks, who had five..
On offense, Elliott Jackson had
three catches for 34 yards, while Ed
Starks had three for 21 yards. Steve
Hodson rushed for 43 yards, and
freshman Brian Tillman gained 25

Soccer
freshmen will grow into fme players
according to Coach Salisbury.
"We have a number of freshman
that are going to be very good players
for us, but they're not going to be very
good players for us tomorrow. They're
going to be very good players for us
maybe next year, or the year after that,
when they' re juniors or sophomores,"
Salisbury said.
As to the outlook for the remainder of the season, Coach Salisbury is
very confident.
"We have four games here that we
can definitely win if we play well, but
we have to change our approach to the
game. We're going to start that with
practice for the next couple of days and

Lecture
was once thought to ~ the center of the
universe. Dr. Bieniek urges anyone
who can prove the earth is not the
center of the universe to step forward
and prove it to him without the use of
Newtonian Physics.

Wednesday, October 23, 1996

from page 9
yards for the Miners.
The Miners travel to Central
Missouri State next week. Dan Van
Anne is questionable for this game, but
should be back by the Southwest
Baptist game in two weeks.
"Central has good personnel, and
it is their homecoming game, so they
will be fired up, " said Coach
Anderson. "It boils down to two teams
that are 0-5 in the conference." The
game time is 2 P.M. and will be
broadcast on KTfR radio.

from page 10
try to get things back on track. I think
we can still finish with a winning
record this year. This is our first recruiting class. ' You shouldn't expect
too much from them, especially with
the kind of schedule we put together.
I don 't really look at the record. I look
at how the team is playing. We've won
games that we haven 't played very well
in, and we've lost games that we play
quite well. It's trying to put the whole
thing together for 90 minutes. With
the women 's team it is the same deal.
We're starting to play quite well. Both
teams have a .500 record, but one team
is not playing well and one is. The
records have been deceiving."

lady Miner
"We didn't play very well in the
first half. McKendree is not as strong
as some of the teams we 've played recently, and I think we knew that going
in. We've beaten them fairly consistently. They haven't scored on us in
three years. I think we came out thinking 'Well, this isn't going be as difficult a team', so we didn't play at our
level at first We knew that, and at half
time we talked about it. We talked
about the things that we usually do .
We had some really good chances that
we just hadn't put away. We got an
early goal. Natalie scored about six or
seven minutes in on a penalty kick, so
we were up a goal, and were still 1-0
at the half." Salisbury said.
"We played a little bit better in
the second half, and improved our play.
We came around, but we still didn't
play our best I think."
UMR also defeated Southern Indiana by a score of 5-0 Oct. 16.
" We played very well. We beat
them 5-0. Our offense was really on
that night, and we had great offense
from our forwards Natalie and Kate.
They were really on that night," Lewis

from page 10
said.
"It went really very well. We
scored on every chance that we had
really. We got up on them pretty quick,
and that made it a lot easier for us,"
Salisbury said.
The Lady Miners took the field
with Hanson, Hydeman, Tami Bowman, Marcum, Sara Rudy, Sanders,
Kate Masterman, Amanda Gilbertson,
Kelly Thomas, Lori Douglas and Lewis
in the goal.
Sanders scored a hat trick,
Gilbertson scored one goal, and
Hanson scored one goal.
Salisbury believes that Lewis
played well in the game against Southern Indiana.
"She played quite well. She is
always a very steady performer. She
has a tremendous year this year. She
plays well, and has kept us in games a
number of times ."
Salisbury believes that the team
played very well defensively.
" We played quite well, we were
challenged a number of times, and we
came up big every time."

UMR's research program in intelligent controls is interdisciplinary, involving faculty and students from the
chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering departments.
Dr. Rao believes that,'The interdisciplinary nature of [U~'sl researeh is an advantage because many of
the issues facing various industries today require the expertise of different
disciplines."
The team that will use the equipment purchased through the grant in-

Lies
ing to zero in on the specifics of the
case.
When a people lie they place themselves under stress which puts. stress on
the vocal cords, causing a change in the
voice that can only be recognized bye
the CVSA.
A series of test questions are first
used as a basis to determine if and
when the individual is lying. A series
of "non-relevant" question will be
asked that have no stress factor such as,
"Is yourname so and so? Do you live at
such and such place?"
Then the suspect will be asked to
lie in answering a question such as

from page 1

Mary Ann Pulley, advisor of the
Voices choir at UMR stated, "The purpose of the workshop and recording is
to provide the students with a tangible
and recognizable product of their contributions and experiences. As this
project is intended to be a showcase of
Missouri's talented artists, these
choirs will be able to return to their
campuses with demonstrative fruit of
their labor. In addition, this will be a
marketing tool for each university, attracting other students to both the
choirs and the uni~ersity."
For more information about the
workshop, contact Karonica Glover,
chair of the Missouri Statewide Council, at (573) 364-3023, or e-mail her at
kglover@umr.edu; or contact Mary
Ann Pulley at (573) 341-6937 or (573)
341-2677 or e-mail her at
maryp@umr.edu.

TIred of throwing
your weight around?
Exercise
from page 1

Grant

Another area of research will be in
structural control. This involves monitoring structures with intelligent systems and then determining if there are
from page 2 any flaws existiJ)g within the structure.
Also to be studied is intelligent
The next lecture in the Last Lecture
series will be on November 4th in TJ manufacturing systems which use
South lounge at 6:30 and will be pre- computers to perform certain manufacsented by Dr. Saperstein. Saperstein is turing tasks. The remaining areas of
the Dean of the School of Mines and emphasis funded by th~ grant pertain to
aerospace engineering, power systems
Metallurgy.
engineering, and process control engineering.

Choirs

eludes Dr. Rao; Dr. Robert Mitchell,
dean of the UMR School of Engineering and professor of electrical engineering; Drs. Levent Acar and Mariesa
Crow, associate professors of electrical engineering; Dr. Franldin Cbeng,
Curators' Professor of civil engineering; Drs . S . Balakrishnan and K.
Krishnamurthy, associate professors
of mechanical and aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics; and
Dr. Dennis Sourlas, professor of
chemical engineering.

from page 2
''Have you ever gone over the speed
limit?" Jfyou say "no" but actually you
have, the CVSA will give a specific
type of reading showing that you have
lied. This type of questioning is a
"control" question. The third type of
question is the "relevant" question that
pertains to the crime.
The CVSA is not restricted to
single yes or not answers. It me~.ures
any word, or audible noise. The CVSA
is not affected by persons who have
high blood pressure, diabetes or other
types of ailments that may cause a false
reading on a conventional polygraph
test.

The CVSA was recently used by
the Phelps County Sheriffs Department. The case involved the theft of a
gun from a house, and the suspect was
a family member who had been convicted of a similar crime before. When
he was questioned on the CVSA, the
results indicated that he was lying. Not
wanting to admit guilt he tried to put
the blame his nephew, a 17 year-old
sonof the victim.
When the nephew was asked, "Did
yo u take the gun?" he too failed the test.
The examiner further questioned him
without much luck. The examiner was
abo ut to end the session when he real-

ized that many young people who know
that a gun has been broui# into the
house want to handle it The examiner
then asked the nephew if he had taken
the gun out of the drawer where it was
stored to look at it The nephew said,
"My dad told me not to , but I did. "
Mter discussing the situation with
the nephew, a retest was given where
it was emphasized that the examiner
was only concerned about the gun being taken do permanently deprive the
owner of it This test the boy passed.
Although the nephew was saying
"no" when first questioned about taking the gun, he had indeed taken it,

even if it was only to look at it. The fact
that his father had told him not to, put
even more str!"s on him to keep it
concealed.
In chart #1, questions 7, 10, 12 and
14 show the sharp point pattern that
indicates low voice stress. The responses to these questions were truthful. Q,!estion 8, (Did you take the .22
pistol?); 9, (Were you involved in taking the .22 pistol?); II, (Do you suspect
anyone of taking the .22 pistol?); 13,
(Do you know for sure who took the 22
pistol?); and 15 (Again, did you take
the .22 pistol?); .alI show the w!der
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ing to a completely different sound, a
heavy rap/rock compilation called
"Wicked" has been aptly named. The
songs almost seem like a jam session
with Cypress Hill. Onyx and Korn.
The album can only be labeled bi. zane with its lyrical gibberish and a
unique version of War's ''Lowrider.'' I
wasn't sure what to expect., but after
listening to it a few dozen times, it can
only be described as " .... yeah .... "
Johnathon Davis plays the main chorus
on bagpipes. I .a m sure the memt>ers of
War are in awe with this version of
their hit.
I would definitely suggest everyone to at least listen to the album and
make your own decision on buying it.
This album is not for the weak at heart
or the simple minded.

I

Nirvana
From the Muddy Banks of the
Wishkah
DGC Records
Alternative
Performance:
8
Sound Quality: 6

rt ~£Ichea

When I first heard about another
new Nirvana album after Cobain's
death, I was a liDle suspicious.
What else could the record company throw together and get people to
buy just because Nirvana was printed
on it? Hearing the CD definitely .

mpage 1
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mpage 2

changed my mind, though. From the
Muddy Banks of the Wishkah is jam
packed with all of the great Nirvana
hits including "Smells . Like Teen
Spirit," "Lithium ," "Heart-Shaped
Box" and ''Polly.'' They could have just
cal.led it a greatest hits album with
these songs on it.
Since aI.I of the songs were recorded live from '89 to '94 the sound
quality varies widely by track. Echo
from the drums, feedback, and Mr.
Cobain's mumbling lyrics almost ruin
"Silver," but "Milk It" sounds like it
was reeorded in a studio.
Overall, the songs have a more
"electrified" sound than their original
counterpl\rtS and the somewhat poor
sound quality just adds to th; live feeL
Your Nirvana collection just would not
be complete without this disc.
Jason S.

They Might Be Giants
Factory Showroom
Elektra
What style isn't on this?
Performance:
9
Sound .Quality: 8
For anyone in this town who's not
a They Might Be Giants fan, fmd who
is, and make then play this album for
you. If you are already a fan, fmd
someone who has this album and listen
to it before you buy it. The latest effort
by John and John (Linnell, Aansburgh)

'S; -:o:l i':u--::-:; :t••",o -=-=n=-=s::---------------------------from page 12

King Crossword

ViSion Teaser
Differences:
1. Mountain is taller.
2. Tree is smal.ler.
3. Trunk designs are switched.

4 . Expression is changed.
5. Glasses are added.
6. Sign is'different.

lil The fact

Sports Quiz
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is a mixed bag, in some places como,
pletely different than anything they've
done before, but in some places hearkening back to the first Giants albums.
Factory Showroom overall .has a
brand new feel to it with crisp, clean
production and a completely different
repertoire of styles, ranging from V:lcal
instrumentation on "Exquisite Dead
Guy" to the rockin' "New York.City,"
a: cover of a song original.ly by the
Vancouver group Cub (and my personal favorite song on the album).
This album contains only 13 (14?)
tracks, a disappointing number for a
TMBG album, (usually averaging 20
tracks per album), especially when one
considers that two of the tracks, "Spiralling , hape" and "James K. Polk" are
available on other CDs.
If you've already got the album,
you can hear the 14th track, "Token
Back to Brooklyn," by starting track
one and holding the reverse scan bulton
on your CD player until it hits -1:03. It
only works on about half the CD players I've tried it on, but give it a try.
Allin all I'd say this is definitely an
album to give a listen to, but I know
that., . just as with any other TMBG
album, it's not for everybody. It's still
the same old Giants: lyrics, humor and,
dare I say it., quirkiness, they've just
acquired a brand new sound.
Justin Ferguson

Answers:
1. the bullseye;
5.
2. The Royal and Ancient Gold Club,6.
St Andrews, Scotland;
3. one and three;
.7.
4. Eric Heiden;
8.

the backstretch;
the Harlem
Globetrotters;
the NFL;
the center
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Tests
Stnictural health monitoring sys·
terns will be helpful to manufacturers
because they can be used to detect
problems that might be overlooked
during routine inspections. Rao further explained, "Most of the time it is
not possible to inspect everything, or to
detect every minor crack or delamination in an airplane wing, for instance."
Currently, Roo and his colleagues
are working on two projects. ThrOugh
a grant from the Uriited States Anny
Research Office, the ISC researchers
are attaching sensors to 'an aluminum
wing of a smal.l airplane and subjecting
the wing to various vibrations. Data
from the tests will be used to create an

Given this ingredient for confusion,
thrown in with a minor "piloting" err(1r
on my part., you have a recipe for an
interesting tour of SL Louis. Thanks be
to Rocko, though, for being able to
navigate us through a rather "seedy"
(as he caI.Ied it) section of the city.
With or without Rocko, I've leamed
two important things: maps are a good
thing and the best route to Forest Park
and the Science Center is Hampton
Avenue (of which I passed up for the
thrill ride that ensued).

World

from pageS

passage of Proposition A. People living in St Louis and Kansas City may
find it more economical to cross the
border into either illinois or Kansas to
do their shopping.
Also, many people who live in
these states will commute into MissOUri to work if the minimum wage is
increased to $6.50.
These same people will then return
home to spend their money. The result? Money will be drained from the
Missourian economy and reinvested
back in other states.

Starward from page 6
'Aquarius (January 20-February
18) - Your may confusing think

This November, when you step up
to that booth to cast your vote, I strongly
encourage you to vote no for Proposition A. It will not help the poor working class. In fact., economists estimate
that over 200,000 jobs would be lost
Increases in minimum wage are
good, but only if two rules are strictly
adhered to: first., minimum wage increases must be done on a federal level,
where aI.I states have to comply; second, the increase cannot be too drastic.
Raising minimum wage a dime is one
thing; raising it $1.85 is another.

!I

what ahead then will the
you
week be
but
about lies
and you fmd happiness seek.

Pisces (February 19-March 20) -

from page 2
derstanding of why certain structures
fail and under what conditions.
Rao and his team will also use that
the wing.
Through a grant from the Mid- information to design possible diagAmerica Transportation Center at the nostic programs to wam engineers of
University of Nebraska, they are con- . minor structural problems that can be
ducting similar tests on a model bridge corrected before they grow into big
problems.
truss.
Recently, Rao and Dr. K.
The researchers will also use
acoustic and ultrasonic instruments to Chandrakshekhara, associate profesdetermine what kind of damage the sor of mechanical and aerospace engistructures incur from the vibrations. neering and engineering mechanics,
They then will use this data with vari- received a $99,694 research award
ous types of artificial intelligence com- from the U.S. Defense Department to
puter systems, such as fuzzy logic, ar- establish a laboratory for structural intificial neural network and pattern-rec- tegrity and intelligent health monitorognition programs, to get a better un- ing.

artificial intelligence program that will
be able to tell when a problem occurs in

beasts, examining what makes them
seem so life-like and convincing ..
Not only does the show have fine
examples of animatronics, but the Science Center itself supplies its own
wind-up host ... to give the ... introduction. He even comes complete with a
fake arrow through his head. If this
alone doesn't entice you to see the
show, I don't know what will.
Overall, Rocko believes that Special Effects is a must for any avid
moviegoer. To get more information
about show times, you can contact the
St Louis Science Center at 1-800-4567572. You can also check out their web
page at www.slsc.com (then click on
' program ').
Whereas Rocko doesn't say much
about this week's feature, he was more
instrumental on our trip to St Louis.
Anyone who has taken Interstate 44 to
downtown St Louis knows that the 4455-70-etc. interchange resembles a
man-made bowl of spaghetti rather
than a sane driving experience.

Watch out for those treacherous
Virgos. They cheat and steal. Well,
they cheat and steal better than you
have, I mean. So go out there, fmd a
Virgo, and cheat and steal your way
into happiness ... for I sense that your
happiness will be in a grey cell surrounded by chaw chewin ' gu¥ds
named Bubba.

Education?
Rrtirrlv~nr?,·

Il~~l~' \

or I\J,i,nd'? ' \

I

You: hal"! your. r-~ns.

Stevie Ace Flores.

Fur a I e.;Ordee message of
current rate information, c'lll
1-800-4US BOND
1-800-487-2663

Ki lled by a drunk driver
on March 23, 1993, on Pacific Coast
Highway in Wilmington, Calif.

T.k~

TSSAVINGS
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If you don't SLOp your friend
from driVing drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
U.S. Department of Transponaoon

'.
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Method: Open
ACME BRICK
InterVIew Date: 11/04, 11/0S
562 Peters-San Felipe
Sealy, TX 77474 .
Attn : Mr. Jim Krueger, Plant Engineer
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.S5O
MECH
Majors:
Grad Dates:1296 00
Position Available: Management TralneejProject Engineer
Posltlon Location: Sealy, TX
OPEN SIGN-UP: October 24 - 8 :00 a.m.
Method: PRS-OPEN
Intervfew Date: 10/28
l!51S N Warson Rd Suite
St. Louis, MO 63132
Attn: Mr. Scott Rose, c/o JoA. ~nyder & Assoc.
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:1296 OS97 0797
Cltlzenshlp: USjPerm
Position Available: Entry Level Software Developers
Posltlon LocatJon: St. Louis; Dallas; Raleigh
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 23
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall

AM DOCS

Method: PRS-CLOSED
BARRY-WEHMILLER COMPANY
Intervfew Date: 10/21
8020 Forsyth Blvd.
st. Louis, MO 6310S
Attn: Mr. Sean Lawler, Employment Specialist
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MEGH
Grad Dates:1296 OS97
Citizenship: USjPerm
Schedule set up by the company.
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Sunday, October 20 - 7:00 p.m. - MlssouriRoom - UCE
InformatJon on position available In 301 Norwood Hall

/

Method: Open
BLACK & VEATCH ENGINEERS
Intervfew Date: 11/0S
P. O. Box 840S
Kansas City, MO 64114
Attn: Mr. Glenn Watkins, College Recrultl~ Coord.
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.700
Majors:
EMAN
Grad Dates:OS96 1296 OS97 0797
Citizenship: USjPerm
Position Available: Construction Technician 1 Of 2
Position LocatJon: Ovef1and Park, KS
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 24 - 8:00 a.m.
BODINE ALUMINUM INC.
Method: PRS-OPEN
2100 walton Road
Intervfew Date: 11/06, 11/07
St. Louis, Me 62114
Attn: Mr. Richard Gould, Human Resourse Manager
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors: . MECH MET
Grad Dates:0596 1296
Citizenship: USjPerm
Position Available: P~ss Engineer
Position LocatJon: St. Louis
Deadline for submlttl~ resumes: October 24
LOWRANCE ELECTRONICS
Method: PR5-fCFS-A
12000 East Skelly Drtve
Intervfew Date: 10/17
Tulsa, OK 74128
Attn: Ms. Laura Filljadlan, E~ Admlnlst. Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC MECH CMPS
Grad Dates:OS96 1296 OS97 0797
Position Available: Design Engineer
Position LocatJon: Tulsa, OK
InfOfmation on position available In 301 Norwood Hall.
Resumes collected at Industry career Day.

MAYTAG COMPANY
Method: Open
One Dependability Square
Intervfew Date: 10/!!9
Newton, IA 50208
Attn: Ms. Mindy L. Kehoe, Empl oyment Specialist
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
MECH
Grad Dates:OS961296
Position Available: Manufacturing Engr; Design & Quality Engr
Position location: Newton, IA
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 21 - 8:00 a.m.
McENRY AUTOMATION
Method: PRS-OPEN
P.O. Box 220096
Intervfew Date: 11/07
St. Louis, MO 63122
Attn: Mr. Mike McEnry, President
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CHE ELEC
Grad Dates:1296 00
Cltlzenshl ~, USjPerm
Position Available: System Designer
Position LocatJon: St. Louis
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 24
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INDUSTRIES
Method: Open
S10 East 22nd Street
Intervfew Date: 10/29
Lombard, IL 60148
Attn: Ms. Tracl Hlrsteln, H R Coordinator
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CIVL
Grad Dates:0596 1296 ..
Position Available: Entry Level Staff Engineers
Position location: Nationwide
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 23 - 8:00 a.m.
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
SIEMENS ENERGY & AUTOMATION
Method: PRS-OPEN
14000 Dineen DrIve
Intervfew Date: 11/12
Little Rock, AR 72206
Attn: Ms. Sherry Williams, Human Resources Manager
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:0596 1296
Position Avall8bJe: AppilcatJon Engineer
Position LocatJon: little Rock, AR
Deadline for submlttlng resumes: October 24
PRE-RECRUITMENT MEETING: Monday, November 11- 7:00 p.m.-Sllver & Gold Room
InformatJon on position available In 301 Norwood.
U.S. STEEL CORPORATIOI':I -GARY WORKS
Method: Open
One North Broadway 91E
Intervfew Date: 11/04
Gary, IN 46402
Attn: Mr. Steven L. Golub, Sr. Human Resource Mgr.
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Grad Dates; 1296 00
Citizenship: USjPerm
Position Available: ManagernentAssoclate
Position LocatJon: Gary, Indiana
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 24 - 8:00 a.m.
InformatJon on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
ADDITIONS, CANCELLAnONS, ETC.
CANCELLAnON: Praxalr Inc. has cancelled Its October 17 Intervfew date • .
DEADUNE EXTENDED: Mobil CorporatIon· Deadline for submlttl~ resumes extended to
October 22nd
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PHELPS DODGE REANING COIRP<lIRAlfION
P.O. Box 20001
EI Paso, TX 79998
Ms. Gloria S. MartInez
Majors: CIVL GEE MET MIN
Minimum GPA: 3.450
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Summer Intem for the mines
Position Location: Morenci, AR; Hurley, NM; Tyrone, NM
OPEN SIGN-UP DATE: October 21 - 8:00 a.m.

MEMC 'ELECTRONIC MATERIALS
Method: PRS-FCFS
501 Pearl Drlve
Date of Interview: 10/30
~ Peters', MO 63376
Ms. Karla Noel
Majors: MECH CER CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950
Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Position Available: Details Not Available
Position location: st. Peters, MO
Resumes collected at Industry Career Day (Career Fair)
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A.N D SAVE:

When you buy products made from recycled materials,
.If
recycling keeps working. To find out more. call 1-800-CALL-EDF.
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Since 1949 the AHA has invested almost $1.4 billion in
biomedical research. Discoveries we've funded have made
history. And given her a future. To learn more about how
we're helping to save lives, calI1- 800-AHA-USAI, or
online at http://www.amhrt.org.
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Muscular Dystrophy Association

-1-800-572-171 7
People help MDA. ..
because MDA helps people.

American Heart Association
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NORTHSTAR
COMPUTER SALES
... SERVICE AND REPAIR
... CUSTOM BUILT SYSTEMS
... COMPONENTS
... FASTAND EASY ORDERING
:.. COMPETITIVE PRICING
1007 PINE ST. SUITE B3
ROLLA, MISSOURI
364-05 12

FRIEN OS-

DON'T
FRIENDS
LOl1en Lea Denham.

DRIVE DRUNK. "
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Missouri Miner

All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the arore.
mentioned omce.

Wednesday
12:00 pm:
Steakhouse
5:30 pm:

Booster Club, G&D

Pi Tau Sigma, I07C ME

Annex
6:00 pm:
McNutt

7:00 pm: -Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Meramec Rm, UCE

ter of Toastmasters International, Missouri Rm, UCE

9:30 am: Chi Omega, T-shirt and ticket
sale, Breezeway

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

4:30 pm:
Chemistry Seminar"Geomimetic Coordination Polymers:
Towards Molecular Quartz" by Steven
W. Keller, G-3 Schrenk

2:30 pm: Student Council, StuCo Lawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

7:30 pm: SL Pats Celebration Committee, 107C ME Annex

5:30 pm:

Annex

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Or-

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

Friday

Spelunkers Club, 204

All Day: StuCo Free Day

6:00 pm: Chess Club, Cafeteria, UCE
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain, UCE

5:30 pm: Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME
Annex
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME
7:00 pm: IEEE, 114 CE

7:00 pm:
McNutt

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30pm: TauBetaSigma, 126 Schrenk
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
204 McNutt
9:00 pm: Residence Hall Association,
209 & 209A MCS

Show-Me Anime, 204

Saturday

7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club,
110 Buehler
.
7:30 pm:
Schrenk

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carverrrurner
Rm
5:30 pm:
Annex

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

Sunday

,All Day: Tau Beta Sigma, Candygrl\lll
Sale, Puck
-

11:00 am: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

.2:30 pm: Student Council, StuCo lawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW

2:00 pm: Band Extravaganza, Leach
Theatre, Castleman

4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association,.School, ME Bldg

5:30 pm:

7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McNutt
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Organization,312CE

6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Service Organization, 204 McNutt

'fuesday
9:30 am: Chi Omega, T-shirt and ticket
sale, Breezeway
1:30 poi: Christian Science Organization, Sunrise Rm, UCE
4:3Q pm: Geological Eogineering Seminar by Charles Rovey, 204 McNutt
5:30 pm: Solar Car Team, 104 EMgt
Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

Annex
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
6:30 pm: .Student Council, Activity
fees open forum, Centennial Hall, UCE
7:00 pm: Film FeStival - Mighty
Aplvodile, 104 ME .

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Alpha Chi Sigma, 125

7:00 pm:
McNutt

College Democrats, 216

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

9:00 pm: Blue Sabres, 208 Harris
6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
6: 15 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, G-5
, HSS

6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,
. 227 Fulton

7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

Monday
9:30 am: Chi Omega, T-shirt and ticket
sale, Breezeway
10:00 am: Student Council, Ask Mr.
Stuco table, Puck

6:30 pm: Baptist Student Union Wor-

Iship Service, 610 W. 10th St

12:00 pm: University Orators Chap-

6:00 pm: Chess !:iub, Cafeteria UCE
6:00 pm:
McNutt

Spelunkers Club, 204

6:20 pm: ASCE, AGe, ACI, CE 114,
117, 118

9:00 pm: Amold Air Society, 208 Harris
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec
Building

Next

Wednes~ay

7:00 pm: Omega Chi Epsilon, G-3
Schrenk
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club,
110Buehier
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
204 McNutt
7:30 pm:
Schrenk

Kappa Kappa Psi, 125

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk

~x~ra!

'~~~ra!

To all clubs and organizations
If there is an error in the date, place, or
time of your meeting in the "What's Up
at ,uMR" section of The Miner, or if
you'd like to add your organization's
meeting to the calendar, then e-mail the
Assistant
News
Editor
at
'Ieong@umr.edu.' The organization
must be university sponsored for submission to The Miner Calendar of
Events.
American Red Cross T-Shirt Design
Contest
The American Red Cross is celebrating
its 25th anniversary of serving the
UMR Campus-Wide Blood Drive by
sponsoring a t-shirtdesign contest. The
winning design will be printed on the
American Red Cross UMR t-shirts to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of
UMR's Campus-Wide Blood Drive in
December. The contest is open to ail
students, staff and community of
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5:30 pm: Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME EXCEL Leadership Series
. Michael May, President and founder of
Annex
Empower Trainers/Consultants Inc,
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow- willbespeakingOctober23,1996in204
ship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
McNutt Hall at 7:00-8:30 pm on the
subjectof"Starting aNew Business." A
6:00 pm: Student Council, Activity question and answer session will folFee Board Meeting, Meramec Rm, low. Tickets can be acquired in G-7-A
UCE
of the HSS Building.

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

6:00 pm: Gaming Association, 314CE
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

6:30 pm: Chi Epsilon,I17 CE

7:00 pm: Koinonia, WalnutRm, UCW
5:30 pm:
Annex

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

Annex

6:30 pm: Association of Black Students, 216 McNutt

5:30 pm:

4:00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha, Walnut
Rm,UCW

5:00 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
McNutt

6:00 pm: UMR Independents, Walnut
Rm, UCW

All Day: Academic Competition Organization High School Tournament,
McNutt Hall

Thursday

4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate
Seminar- ''Professional Responsibilities
of a Civil Engineer" by Paul Munger,
217CE

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 EMgt

ganization,312CE

5:00 pm: Psychology club, Halloween
Party, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

UMR. All designs must be submitted
onan85"x II" sheet of white paper. All
entries should be received by StuCo in
202 UCW no later than Friday, November I, 1996 .. Entrants should utilize no
more than (4) colors, with red being one
of the colors. Designs submitted .for
judging must be of g~d taste. Prizes
willbe awarded on Friday, November 8,
1996.
'v

Research Assistance Program·
Having trouble getting s~ on your
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure
where to tum next? Need help finding
material on your topic? Try using the
Library's Research Assistance Program. It provides consultations with
reference librarians who ~ help you
jVith your research. The reference librarian will help you develop a search
strategy, identify appropriate subject
headings in MERLIN and indices, identify subject indices and reference material, and find a topic for your research
assignment. To arrange a consultation,
fill outareference assistance form at the
library and make an appointment to
consult with a reference librarian or call
341-4007 for more information.
UMR TECDS sponsor lat~ night
sports tournament
UMR TECHS is SEOnsoring alate night
tournament cl!lled "Hot Shots" on Friday, November I, 1996. They will be
conducting volleyball, basketball, and
racquetball tournaments along 'with
various other events such as casino
games, ref!eshments, music, Mocktails,
and more. 11le event will be held at the
Multi-purpose Building from 10000pm
on Friday until 3:00 am on Saturday.
Contact Shannon Neimeyer at 3413328 or e-mail atneimeyer@urnr.edu.
Kappa SJgma- "Save Allee" t-shlrts
still on sale
KappaSigmais stil1seUing "Save Alice"
t-shirts. Proceeds go to the American
Cancer Society. To order ciill Dan Dover of Kappa Sigma at 341-5989.
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UMR TECDS Presents IMP ACT
Month
October is Impact Month - Intelligent
Miners Promoting· Alcohol Concern
Together. UMR TECHS (Teaching,
Encouraging, Caring, Helping Students)
along with Student Health Services and
Stude,nt Affairs sponsor this event each
year. This month is·meant to promote
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alcohol awareness among UMR students. This week's events include:
October 24: Wear RED to show you are
a friend who cares; October24 : Support
using your head and making smartdrink ing decisions by wearing YOUR FAVORITEH AT;Octob er31: Candy and
Condoms in the UC-West breezeway
and in front of the library; October 31:
Support safe sex and alcohol awareness
by wearing ORANGE .

IMPACT
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Hubert H. Humphre y Doctoral Fellowship Program 1996-97 United
States Arms Control and Disarma-

ment Agency
Since 1979, this federal grant program
has provided financial assistance to
over 80 doctoral and law students who
are completin g research in the fields of
Center for Personal and Pro.f esslonal Developm ent announc es nuclear and convention al arms control,
nonproliferation and disarmam ent The
counselin g sessions,
The Center for Personal and Prof\!s-· total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is
sional Developm ent is announcin g the $14,000, which includes $6,000 for tuFall 1996 group counseling sessions ition and $8,000 for the stipend. Apthat will be open to the UMR commu ~ plications ' available in the Student Finity. The focus areas include: Self- nancial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Esteem, Sexual Abuse Survivors, Career Applicatio n deadline: Marcli 1~, 1997.
Planning, Family Basedlssu es, General
Therapy/S upport, and Stress Manage- Carat Scholarsh ip Foundatio n
ment All groups are confidenti al and are Carat Scholarship Foundatio n is funded
open to UMR staff, students, and fac- by the contributio ns of civic-mind ed
ulty. Members are pre-screen ed indi- individuals, business and various fund
vidually. Please contact Kevin Gaw or raisers. The Foundatio n offers $1000
Diane Sturts at 204 Norwood Hall, 341- scholarshi ps semiannua lly to graduate
and undergrad uate students who are
4211 for more informatio n.
United States citizens. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of career
Course Equivalen cy Database
The University of Missouh-R olla has a goals, financial heed and academic
course equivalenc y database located on record To receive an application, please
the World Wide Web. UM-Rolla 's have interested students send a stamped
home page is at 'http://ww w.umr.edu f self-addre ssed envelope to : Carat
and you can get to this database by Scholarsh ip Foundatio n, Attn: Carol
clicking on the Registrar's Office and McAuliffe -Director, S Magnolia Parklooking under Course EquiValences. If way, Hawthorn e Woods, IL 60047.
acourseor college is notlisted,t hat does Complete d Applicatio n must be re-

by: January 31, 1997
Crane Fund ror Widows and Children Scholarsh ip
The Admissions/S tudent Financial Aid
Office wishes to make students aware of
the Crane Fund for Widows and Children. This program is:
1) for needy and deserving widows and
children of men who, at their death, have
left their widows and children without
adequate means of support or
2) deserving wives and/or children of
men upon whom they are dependent for
support but, because of age or other
disability, are unableor forotherre ason, .
fail or neglect to adequately support
them respective wives and/or children.
If you meet the above tems for this
program you must complete a Crane
Fund for Widows and Children Application to be considered for funding. The
Crane Fund for Widows and Children
Applicatio n can be received in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker
Hall. Applications for this program will
be accepted through October 25, 1996.

option), mechanic al engineeri ng
(nuclear or power option), electrical
engineerin g (nuclear or power option),
power generation health physics.
• free of post-college obligation s (e.g.,
ROTC or NUPOC)
• minimum GPA of3.0 (on a scale of
1.0 to 4 .0) as ofJanuary I, 1997
• at least one buC no more than three
academic years of study remaining to
graduation (for cop-operat ive education students, no more than six in-school
semesters or nine quarters)
Applicatio ns available in the Siudent
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Deadline is February 1, 1997.
Rotary Club or Florissant Scholarship Program
The Florissant Rotary Club is offering
a loan program which is available for
eligible students through the F1o-Ro
Trust This program is part of an overall
effort by the Florissant Rotary Club to
assist in the education of qualified students within the Florissant Rotary's
service area. Therequire ments forqualification for the loans are as follows:
1. A candidate must reside in the
Florissant Rotary Club service area.
(North St. Louis County, north of High-

have worked as a farm, orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg production employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and the field representative closest to you call 1-800-234 -4971.
The John Gyles. Education Fund
Scholarsh ip
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
private, benevolen t endeavor estab'
lished six years ago with the help of a
Canadian/ American benefactor. Each
year fmancial assistance is available to
students in both Canada and the United
States. Full Canadian or American citizenship is a requireme nt Awards are
available to both male and female students for all areas of post-secondary
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is
required. Criteria other than strictly
academic ability and financial need are
considered in the selection process.
Selected students will receive up to
$2,500.00. Deadline is Novembe r 15.
Applications must be IllIIik!! by this
date. To receive an application pl~
send a stamped ·""(US 32 cents), selfaddressed, standard letter size (No. 10)
envelope to the following address: 1be
John Gyles Education Fund, Attention:
R. James Cougle, Administrator, P. O.
Box 4808, 712 Riverside Drive,
Fredericton, New Brunswick Canada

Kids' Chance, Inc of Missouri
This is a nonprofit corporation developed by interested insurers, employers ,
attorneys,l abor, medical andrehabil ita- way 270).
2. A candidate must have completed a
tion groups. The purpose of Kids'
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
scholarfinancial
provide
Chance is to
ships to complete the education of chil- accredited college or university.
a cumulativ e
dren of workers who have been seri- 3. A candidate must have
than 2.50.
less
not
average
point
grade
work
ously injured or killed in Missouri
the Florelated injuries. Children who have a 4. A candidate must complete
and provide
application
Loan
Trust
Ro
cataor
ly
permanent
was
who
parent
strophically injured or killed in a Mis- all requiredm aterials.
not mean the course will not transfer to ceived by: January 15, 1997.
for a
souri compensab le injury or occupa- S. A candidate must be enrolled
UM-Rolla , it means the course has not
hours
credit
semester
12
of
minimum
Missouri
are
who
and
tional disease,
yet been evaluated. If you plan tb take Air & Waste Managem ent Associaperiod
residents between the ages of 16 and 25. during the semester of the loan
tIlat course that is not listed, you will tion Scholarsh ip Mid-West Section
a bachelor's degree, or 10 sem~ster
for
Student
the
in
available
ns
Applicatio
need to bring a copy of the course The Alr and Waste Manageme nt Assocredit hours for a graduate degree.
Office, G-l Parker Hall.
ciation (A&WMA ) is pleased to an- Financial Aid
description (available from the catalog
6. A candidate may not borrow more
and
p
of the college you plan to attend) to the nounce that $24,000 in scholarshi
than $2,000.00 per application.
Nuclear
for
Academy
National
Admission s Office, Room 106 Parker grants is available to full-time graduate
7. The total cumulative loans to anyone
ip Program
Scholarsh
Training
environin
careers
pursuing
Hall and give it to Jennie or Julie for • students
applicant may not exceed the sum of
National Academy for N uclearTrai ning
mental sciences, such as air pollution
evaluation.
$6,000.00.
stucollege
to
ps are awarded
control or waste manageme nt, at the Scholarshi
tstand- 8. Acandidat emay not apply more than
nstratedou
havedemo
who
dents
year.
UMR Family Series season tickets start of the 1997-98 academic
ing academic achieveme nt and who are twice during an academic year.
Awards are based on academic record,
go on sale
him or'
interested in pursuing careers in the U.S. 9. A candidate must present
darecommen
goals,
and
shows
plans
career
Season tickets to the following
for an interview by the F1o-Ro
herself
Academy
The
industry.
power
nuclear
are aVailabie -- "Beauty and the Beast," . tions, extracurric ular activities. AppliaiAssistan ce Program is part Trust Board.
cations available in the Student Finan- Education
on Novemberl 6, "A Christmas Carol,"
10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate
de effort to encourage stuanationwi
of
All
Hall.
Parker
G-l
on December 21, and "The Wizard of cial Aid Office,
mof$SO.O Opermont h.1be
ataminirnu
nuclear
the
in
careers
consider
to
dents
,
forms ',and recommen dations must be
Oz,"onAp ril13, 1997, All shows begin
shall be the prevaiIing sturate
interest
provide
to
as
power industry as well
at 3 p.m. in Leach Theatre ofCastlein an postmarke d no later then Wednesda y,
studying sub- dent loan rate at the time of graduation .
those
to
s.UPport
financial
December 4, 1996.
Hall. Tickets are $24 for adults and $16
later than 6
jects that prepare them for nuclear Payments shall begin no
for youths age 18 and under. They may
nt. For the 1997-98 months after graduation, however, no
employme
power
Ten
Top
1997
's
be purchased at the UMR Ticket Win-. Glamour Magazine
the time
academic year, new and renewal merit- interestsha ll be charged during
College Women Competiti on •
dow in UCW. For more informatio n call
student.
a
is
borrower
the
that
will
each
ofS2,SOO
ps
Any women who is a full-time junior . based scholarshi
341: 4219.
If you are interested in this program and
(third year of undergraduate study) at an be awarded to eligible students.
would qualify, you are encourage d to
nuclear
to
restricted
not
are
Awards
the
for
. aCcredited college or university
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801 St.
1996-97 academic year is eligible to engineering majors.
Financial
Francis Street, Florissant, MO 63031 or
national
U.S.
or
Aid
citizen
U.S.
a
•
takes:
it
enter. What
• considerin g a career in the nuclear call (3 14)921-S 100.
Information
• leadership experience
power industry
• involveme nt on campus
Inc
• enrolled at an accredited U.S. college/ Rural Missouri,
• excellence in your field of study
Reminder to Students
employed as a
been
have
you
If
curriculum
approved
an
in
university
goals
The 97/98 "Renewal" ·Free Applicatio n • unique, inspiring
two years, you
past
the
in
r
farmworke
power
Applicatio ns available in the Student related to a career in the nuclear
for Federal Student Aid mailing from
be eligible to receive free tuition
may
g,
engineerin
nuclear
as:
such
industry,
Hall.
Parker
Aid Office, G-l
the Federal Processor will be' mailed Financial
power assistance for your education. If you
n deadline must be returned chemical engineering (nuclear or
from 11/18/96-1 /3/97. If you do not Applicatio

- $

5989.

receive your 97/98 renewal FAFSA by
2/1/97, complete a "regular" 97/98
FAFSA, which can be received from the
Student Financial Aid Office.

$

ESBSG4.
Chrysler Scholarsh ip Program
With an eye toward assisting outstanding college bound students, Chrysler
Corporatio n recently awarded 1,000
grants to 40 recipients through its new
JuniorGol fScholarsh ipProgram . Even
though the majority of the winners play
golf, all selections were based upon their
academic and extracurricular effort For
more informatio n on this exciting program, call1-8()()''8S6-07 64.
Peter D. Courtois Concrete Construction Scholarsh ip Program
These awards are oJ>en to any undergraduate student in the United States of
C:anada. The student shall have
achieved senior status in a four year or
longer undergrad uate program in engineering, constructio n, or technology
during the year for which awards are
presenter. The awar<l$ will be made on
the basis of demonstra ted interest and
ability to work in the field of concrete
constructio n.
" The student must have a course load
of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award is
made.
" 1be student mustbease niorduring the
year for which th.-award is made (not
necessarily at the time of application).
" TransCri~ recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form.
Applicatio ns available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-l Parker Hall.
Applicatio n must be received by February 1, 1997.
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The Cante rbury Club of

The Time Is Limited.
The Savings Aren't.

. Chris t Episc opal Churc h
invite s you-t o Join them
·for Even ing Servi ce
every Sund ay
. at 6:00 PM
\'i'. .

Make ,the most of our spec ial disco unts all mont h .
~ J .~ .
~
t I jf
:1 ~ If it

;~~ :~~ J:TC.': \Southside Shoppers World
:., ~ .: _ . ."

. .- .
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'. ·5~;;;.JT·s - I·Io\\' \\'E po I T" "

~
()ctober 30

(573) 364-0006
fax (573) 364-0007

1028 Hwy 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401

~
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-PRIZ ES-

Barr ack's Rest aura nt and Lounge

SumayBrunh
10-2

1102 N; Pine 364-3 307
Owne rs of the Grotto invite you to
their new restau rant and lounge.

DailyDinner8JIDals

W~

CollegeNlgbtWOOne:rlayNJgb.t
TInmrlayNightisLadiffiNlght
Hours: 11-2& 5-7M- F
11-12 M-Thu rs.
5-9 Sat. (Dining Room)
11-1 Fri.
5-1 Sat.
,
I . THE ' PROFES SIONAL'

HAI R
CIlA FIEK S
TELEPHO NE: 34 1-3800

2001 Forum Dr.
Rolla, Mo
341-2110

JOY SULLIVAN, Owner/S lyllst

• Wslk-Ins Welcome
• Student Discoun ts
708 N. Bishop Suite 2
. (Above Do minos Pizza)

Busines s manage r With entrepre neurfal spirit, part-tim e to start.
Se~d CV. Include a summar y of your st rengths and weakne
sses.
Boxhold et, P.O. Box BB, Rolla, MO 65402.

-

Lunches

-=--=-

English at ~
l\iIlOuri.Roll~has I
&m 10 be the n·
\bIi.lptare's Sigl
'i'lldtbesignatureu
,jinAorio'sttansl
i dlt British Libn
1/ of

11 :00-4:30

19)).

l

Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer
Nightly Drink Specials
Introductol}' Special
$.50 Off Sandwiches
$1 .00 Off M~als
w/UM RID

Amen.can Heart V
~
Association",

-------Fighting Heart DIsease
and Stroke

..

$35 ONE WAY

I

I

·E XPR ESS , INC.
AnpQ unc es
.
Rou nd Trip Air por t Shu t tle Serv i ce To
and From st, Lou is Lam bert ~i rport
Six Times·~l~y - 365 Days Per Year
A conv enien t way to trav el to St. Loui s or
Spri ngfi eld

- - - . .. - - - - . (417 ) 581 -3 44 0 or 888 -844 -370 4

There are only.
'I"ll"es fromShali
!l1 ~e being displ
tilled al proving ~
l!'ira signatures.
lOll in Florio's
~loolligne. In his p
t>I Ninth Shakes~
Klighl writes...It ~
~11 , there are
Ihlespeare autog!
nnslation olMonta'
iii one in the Briti!
. II ~ not an eas·
'l1lMur~ but Knigli
OllYincingargumer
1

Lounge 8:00-11 :00

can keep your love alive

f:

"";"w. Nicholas

Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads
Dinners 4:30-8:00 Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00
Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items

CPR

Knight

I
I
I

1 coup on per pers on

I

